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A Tale of TwoTariffs
by Larry Schweikart

GeorgeWashington’sadministration, led by
lthough it doesn’t happen often,
especially with modern "economet- Secretary of the Treasury AlexanderHamilric" tools and the application of com- ton and Secretary of State ThomasJefferson,
puters, sometimesthere are questions settled on two mainsources to avoid direct
in recent economichistory wherethose who taxation: a tariff and land sales. Hamilton’s
embrace free markets know something is argument on the tariff was that it would
right but just can’t prove it. Wecan argue raise revenue and "protect" infant American
theory endlessly, but somepeople are never industries against the moreestablished competition from Great Britain. Thus it was
convinced until you show them a little
knownas a "protective" tariff.
empirical proof.
Suchis the case of the tariff in American Although the dean of tariff historians,
history, particularly two key episodes: the Frank Taussig (1931), contended that this
early "protective tariff" established in tariff ceased to protect after the 1830s, he
George Washington’s day and the Smoot- lacked the computing tools and masses of
1
HawleyTariff, whoserole in sparking the data nowavailable to back up his claims.
Great Depression has been asserted but Nor could he say muchabout the early perinever proved. Until quite recently, flee- od, whenhe, like most other economistsand
market advocates have had to rely on theory historians, agreedthat the tariff had indeed
"protected" American manufacturers. Over
to advance the position that those tariffs
were at best unnecessary and at worst the next 60 years the so-called liberal drift of
destructive. Butscholars continueto look for academetended to gently repudiate Taussig.
newtopics, and better waysof investigating Then in 1984 Mark Bils and C. Knick
the topics they have. Theresult is a series of Harley wrote articles in the Journal of Econewstudies that shed light on these twocrit- nomic History arguing that the tariff was
absolutely necessaryevenafter the 1830sfor
ical chapters in American
tariff history.
First, the basics: a tariff is a tax on the survival of Americanmanufacturing.2
imports. Since the United States of America Fortunately, that was not the last word.
has a government,even the most minimalist Douglas Irwin and Peter Temindetected a
"Jeffersonian" government needs moneyto major flaw in previous analyses of the supcarry out its functions, and it must come posed benefits of tariffs in the early Repubfrom some source. In the early Republic, lic, namely:the analysts alwaysassumedthat
where the Founders despised direct taxes, American producers would make the same
things as their British competitors. This, of
LarrySchweikart
(schweikart@erinet.
com)teaches course, was a complaint by free marketeers
for sometime, but on a slightly higher level.
historyat theUniversity
of Dayton.
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It went somethinglike this: if the British
were more competitive in textiles than
American manufacturers, then Americans
would simply have madeother products or
specialized morein agriculture, like, say,
NewZealand. This line of thinking ironically played into the hands of the protectivetariff crowd, whothen pointed out all the
"spillover" effects of the textile industrythat
werenot present in agriculture. Textile manufacturing techniquesinfluencedvirtually all
other early Americanproduction, and managementstructures spreadto almost all other
businesses.
Thus it might be argued that the United
States wouldhave becomea substantial agricultural exporter, but it would have been
moredifficult to see howthe nation could
have achieved industrial greatness. That,
in turn, wouldhave undercut a basic freeenterprise argumentthat no matter whohas
a head start, anyone can catch up through
hard work and the infusion of talent and
energy. If the UnitedStates never could have
caught up to England without the tariffs,
there might be a case for the old "richgetting-richer" argument.
Thankfully, that is not the case. In the
September2001issue of the Journal of Economic History, Irwin and Temin demonstrate that earlier scholarship on the tariff
was most likely wrong because of flawed
assumptions. Rather than competing in the
sametypes of cloths, British and American
producers madedifferent types of textile
products that were, as the authors say,
"imperfect substitutes" for one another.3 In
fact, the authors found, the "U.S. cottontextile producers were not dependent upon
the tariff" by the 1830s, and they conclude
that the industry could havesurvived evenif
the tariff had been eliminated. Simplyput,
Irwin and Temindiscovered that Americans
did not try to compete head-on with the
British at the outset, but rather immediately
identified their "comparativeadvantage"in
cheapercloths.
AlthoughIrwin and Teminnearly shut the
door on the tariff debate, they did leave a
small crack: The period from 1816to 1830,
whenthe textile industry first took off, was

arguably the most critical time, the point
where tariffs would have their maximum
effect. But that argumenthas its ownproblems. First, the data stinks, colloquially
speaking, for that 14-year span. Second,
Thomas ("small-government")Jefferson
embargoedall exports to Britain in 1808,
meaningthat from that time until the end of
the Warof 1812 (ostensibly the Treaty of
Ghent, ratified in 1815), there was no competitive free marketanyway.
Whatabout the post-war period? Separating any effects of the tariff fromother economicdislocations of the day is difficult,
mainly because of the nationwidedepression
that beganin 1816that is generally associated with a spate of inflationary bank-note
issues. Textile producers, seeing a flood of
British imports whentheir ownmills werein
trouble due to the Western currency collapse, "could not do anything about the general economicslump, [but] they could try to
stop imports.TM Thus they appealed to Congress for tariff protection.It is likely that this
sole remaining 14-year "window" will
becomethe subject of neweconometricstudies to determinethe impactof the tariff, but
if the current trend in scholarshipis anyindicator, the pro-"protective tariff" crowdwill
not be happywith the results.

AI Gore
vs.Ross
Perot,PartDeux
The second tariff that has come under
scholarly scrutiny recently is the SmootHawleyTariff of 1930, whichwas viewedas
being linked to the Great Crash, and therefore the Great Depression, on the basis of
circumstantial evidence in Jude Wanniski’s
book The Waythe World Works.s This tariff, raising rates evenhigherthan the earlier
Fordney-McCumber
Tariff, increased duties
on almost all imports. But on someextremely important raw materials, key to the manufacturing sector, the rates soared by more
than 30 percent. According to Wanniski,
Smoot-Hawley
passed critical points in the
congressional committeesystemjust prior to
the Crash.Heties the successesof the tariff,
and its setbacks, to drops and surges in the
stock market. Wanniski produces no smok-
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ing gun, but argues that the crucial vote
occurred on October 28, 1929, when the
tariff bill cleared its final committee
hurdle.
Claiming that industries engaged in predictable defensive responses at the
inescapable tax, Wanniskiargues that they
laid off employees, raised prices, and
reducedproduction. Anotherlikely response
not claimed by Wanniskiis that companies
(which are often their ownlargest stockholders) wouldhave naturally dumpedtheir
ownsecurities on the open market in an
attempt to get liquid.
Although Wanniski is an accomplished
economist, he is no academic, and thus his
theory was pigeonholed as that of a "pop"
economist with no real data--until quite
recently. Onceagain, tariff historian Irwin
has provided answers that "go where no
manhas gone before."6 In several studies he
found that the tariff reduced imports 4-8
percent in nominal terms, but whendeflationary effects are factored in, the real
decline attributable to Smoot-Hawleymay
have accounted for a fourth of the 40 per7cent decline in imports after 1930.
So what? say someeconomists. After all,
the impact of Smoot-Hawleyon the total
trade of the United States still only represented a small share of output. Howcould
changesin the terms of trade, no matter how
dramatic, affect the entire economy?
In fact,
as Mario Crucini and James Kahnshow, the
changesin trade had a ripple effect, in which
the Smoot-HawleyTariff alone could have
reduced the U.S. GNPby 2 percent in the
1930s. To put things in perspective, most
economic historians have assessed the
impact of the railroads on the nation’s economic growth at 5 percent. 8 Or, in other
words, the Smoot-HawleyTariff in two or
three years took awayhalf the growth that
the railroads added in 50! And, like Irwin,
Crucini and Kahnfound that the Fed’s deflationary policy--which some libertarians
have weddedto the notion of a Fed in[lation
in the 1920s--made the Smoot-HawleyTariff muchworse.
Irwin, Crucini, and Kahnhave not only
provided the evidence that the SmootHawleyTariff was phenomenallydamaging,
48

but that whencombinedwith the Fed’s monstrous deflation so adeptly outlined by Milton Friedman, it becamea true two-headed
hydra. The only question remaining is Wanniski’s original allegation that anticipated
passage of the tariff bill sparked the Great
Crash, and once again, we have new
research to suggest that it did. In the 1990s
Robert Archibald and David Feldman found
that the politics of the Tariff generated
tremendous business uncertainty. That
uncertainty started in 1928 and grew worse
throughout 1929as the Tariff marchedforward. Archibald and Feldmancomeas close
as anyone has to linking the Smoot-Hawley
Tariff specifically to the Great Crash.9
Where once free marketeers had only
goodsense, general theory, anda little history on their side, a newwaveof econometric
studies has nowestablished that tariffs did
not protect anything after 1830; that they
likely did not protect muchbefore 1830; and
that the Smoot-Hawley
Tariff was one of the
most destructive pieces of economiclegislation ever written.
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We’reAll RawlsiansNow!
by Robert A. Lawson

n the 1970s Richard Nixon famously
remarked, "We’re all Keynesians now."
Fortunately, the president overestimated
the long-run influence of John Maynard
Keynes’s ideas amongeconomists. For modern philosophers, it mightbe appropriate to
rephrase Nixon’s line and say, "We’reall
Rawlsians now."
John Rawls, the Harvard University philosophy professor, truly has had as much
influence in philosophy as Keynes did in
economics. As with Keynes, it remains
to be seen if Rawls’s ideas will remain in
voguein the generations to comeor if he is
destined to a marginalrole in the history of
philosophy.
John Rawls asked a simple question,
"Whatmakesfor a just society?" The problemin figuring out if societyis just or not is
that we all already live in society, and we
know,roughly, howwe are going to fare in
it. Rich people, pretty people, and smart
people are naturally going to be inclined to
say that their society is just, while poor,
ugly, and dimwitted people are more likely
to think society is unjust. So simplyasking
people what makes a society just won’t

wear a "veil of ignorance" that wouldblock
out all knowledgeof our future condition in
society. That is, imaginethat wecould not
know whether we would be rich or poor,
pretty or ugly, smart or dimwitted, white or
black, or whatever. Then and only then,
Rawls concluded, could we get people to
decide in an unbiased waywhat a just society shouldlook like.
To carry things along a bit more, Rawls
even speculates on howpeople, all of whom
are behindthis veil of ignorance,wouldconceive of a just society. His speculation,
whichhas inspired thousandsof disciples in
philosophy and elsewhere, is that rational
people would consider a society just if it
maximized
the standing of the least well-off.
This has become known as the maxi-min
hypothesis:a just society maximizes
the minimumperson’s welfare. Let us leave aside the
question of whether the maxi-minhypothesis is what wewouldall agree to behindthe
veil of ignorance. Instead we will consider
the implications of the maxi-minhypothesis,
assuming
it is correct.
Simple followers of Rawls have argued
that the maxi-min hypothesis calls for
incomeequality, but such is not the case.
work.
This is wherethe creative mind of Rawls Rawls himself acknowledges that income
comesin. He asks us to engagein a thought inequality is allowable if it is a meansfor
experiment. Let us imagine that we could improvingthe status of the lowest rungs of
society.
As an example, consider two societies.
RobertLawson
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Society
A has three people with $1,000
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each--perfect incomeequality. Society B has
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